
 
 

COSATU HAILS MAGASHULE’S RESHUFFLE 

Cosatu singles out the announcement about the human settlement and rural development 

department as a long-overdue change 
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THE Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) in the Free State has hailed Premier Ace 

Magashule’s reshuffle of his executive council, singling out the announcement about the human 

settlement and rural development department as a long-overdue change due to its "inability to spend 

housing grants allocated by the national department". 

The union federation, which is part of the tripartite alliance with the ruling African National Congress 

and the South African Communist Party , said on Friday that it had accepted the reasons given for the 

reshuffle that it was in the interest of better service delivery.   

Mr Magashule moved four MECs around without firing or appointing new faces to his provincial 

executive committee. The province merged the agricultural and rural development departments under 

new MEC Mosebenzi Zwane, who was moved from the co-operative governance, traditional affairs 

and human settlements department. Mr Zwane was replaced by agriculture MEC Mamiki Qabathe. 

Free State health MEC Sisi Mabe was moved to public works.  Former public works and rural 

development MEC Fezi Ngubentombi was moved to the provincial health department. 

The provincial executive committee had agreed to reshuffle four departments to address the weak 

points that had been identified. "We have evaluated ourselves, we have looked at our priorities and 

we have identified the areas where we have to strengthen," Mr Magashule said. 

Sam Mashinini, Cosatu provincial secretary in the Free State, said Cosatu was on record deploring 

the failure to spend housing grants. On the health department, Cosatu said the state of healthcare 

throughout the province in general, and including the conditions of workers in a number of hospitals, 

was a concern.  

"Many workers in hospitals were still employed as contract workers despite the state of the province 

address (last year), where the premier made a commitment to speed up the process of ensuring 

workers such as security and cleaning employees in hospitals who were on contract would be taken 

on full- time," Mr Mashinini said. "It is our firm belief that the conditions of these contract workers 

contribute to the poor service delivery to our communities. We therefore also welcome the reshuffle in 

this department."  

Free State DA leader Roy Jankielsohn said the DA was concerned about the performance of Ms 

Mabe and Mr Zwane in their former departments. "The reshuffling of the provincial cabinet does not 

deal with the capacity of individual MECs, but instead appears to be redeployment, which is the 

ANC’s usual strategy to deal with problems." 

The National Union of Mineworkers in the Free State expressed its support for the council reshuffle.  

[Source:  www.businessday.co.za] 


